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The e�et of weak eletromagneti radiation in the millimetre range upon the hemiluminesene

intensity aompanying the proess of peroxide oxidization of lipoproteins was studied. It is shown

that in the temperature range of 35� 43

Æ

C the intensity is independent of the temperature up to

the experimental errors. It is though strongly dependent on the omposition of the bu�er solution

and radiation frequeny. The results are explained using a modi�ed Onsager model.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Studies of the inuene of low intensity

(< 10 mW/m

2

) high frequeny (10

10

�10

11

) Hz eletro-

magneti waves (EMW) on the biologial systems have

been the subjet of speial interest for about 20 years

due to the diversity of the reported e�ets and perspe-

tives of appliation in biology and mediine. Currently it

is one of the most popular and interesting �elds of bio-

physis. Among the disovered e�ets of the millimetre

waves are inuene on the growth of miroorganismes,

their suseptibility to pharmaologial preparations, in-

teration of ells with viruses, hanges in the rheologial

properties of biologial solutions [1℄, weakening of the

e�et of radiation and hemial fators on the mar-

row blood formation in animals, et. The set of these

phenomena whih depend on the spetra of the eletro-

magneti waves is alled generally EHF (extremely high

frequeny){bioe�et. Further investigations showed even

more subtlenature of this inuene: e.g. \memory" of

organism of being exposed to irradiation, frequeny and

amplitude modulation e�ets, various ooperative e�ets

of EMW together with other fators, et.

First reports on the urative e�ets of EHF EMW ap-

peared in the late 1980s and quikly found their way into

medial appliation. The e�et of the resonane ation

of loalized low{intensity millimetre EMW upon an or-

ganism was disovered at Kyiv Shevhenko University. It

was shown that the orretion of pathologial funtional

states of human organism an be ahieved by exposing

speial points of it to EHF EMW in ertain regimes (with

the frequeny individual for eah person).

All the above phenomena an be interpreted as the

manifestation of anomalous suseptibility of biologial

systems to millimetre radiation.

A wide set of experimental data on EHF{bioe�et at-

trated the theorists' interest to its physial mehanisms.

None of the plethora of the existing theories is apable

of explaining the observed e�ets. In this work a modi-

�ation of Onsager model is used to desribe reasonably

well the observations of the authors.

II. NON{THERMAL EFFECT OF ACOUSTIC

AND ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVES ON

BIOLOGICAL OBJECTS

A wide introdution of physial methods allows to

study biologial phenomena on the moleular level. A

starting point of suh an approah is the onept of life as

a manifestation of physial and hemial proesses tak-

ing plae in omplex moleular systems, whih interat

with other systems by interhange of energy and matter

[2℄. A peuliarity of the living organisms distinguishing

them from non{alive objets lies in a speial organiza-

tion of omplex moleular systems governed by the same

laws as non{alive objets.

Building proteins from aminoaids requires energy

while their deomposition in ell aquati environment

an take plae spontaneously and leads to energy forma-

tion. An organism therefore has to regenerate proteins

ontinuously to replenish for this deay. So, all proteins

and in general all living organisms are in a metastable

state [2, 3℄.

Life is possible due to a very long transition time be-

tween this unstable state and a stable state of thermody-

nami equilibrium. Currently one of the most important

problems is to �nd a desription of the struture, prop-

erties and funtions of the simplest biologial systems [2,

4℄. The approah suggested lies in distinguishing those

from the knowledge of the omposition of the basi bi-

ologial units and taking into aount the proesses in-

side moleules and between them, and onformational

hanges in maromoleules aused by them, energy, ele-

tron and proton transfer within moleules as well as be-

tween them.

All the biologial moleules and super moleular stru-

tures work in aquati environment. Interations with it

often play an important role. Considering hemial trans-

formations of moleules and other biologial strutures

we should remember about the presene of water as a

solvent.

The inuene of external fators on water has long

been extensively studied [1,5 and referenes therein℄. The
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water in nature is never pure | it always ontains ad-

mixtures of gases, ions of dissolved salts, et. Under er-

tain irumstanes the presene of admixtures a�ets the

properties of the solvent (water) [1℄, so the properties of

aquati systems depend on external onditions: tempera-

ture, pressure, exposure to eletromagneti and aousti

waves, et. The hanges in external �elds modify water

properties, thus a�eting the proesses in the aquati en-

vironment.

Physial mehanisms of e�ets of exposure of aquati

environment to aousti waves were studied in [6, 7℄.

There is thermal and non{thermal aspets to these ef-

fets. Biologial e�ets of exposure to aousti waves

were reported. The exat mehanism remains unlear.

One of the reasons for that is a large number of physial

proesses initiated by the aousti waves.

Non{thermal e�ets of weak EWM on aquati systems

and biologial objets is understood muh better [8{10℄.

This is mainly due to its medial and biologial implia-

tions. Two properties of the biologial inuene of EMW

were disovered [10℄:

� Very low level of the intensity of radiation ausing

a biologial reation of the organism. Well repro-

duible e�ets are observed below the level of the

thermal noise at physiologial temperatures.

� Narrow resonane nature of the interation. This

e�et is present only at ertain individual frequen-

ies and disappears for frequenies di�erent by 0.01

perent.

A physial reason for the existing of suh resonanes is

unlear, though there are ideas [11, 12, 13℄ about the im-

portant role of phase transitions, whih is onsistent with

synergeti desription of dissipative strutures [13{15℄.

It should be mentioned that even the simplest liv-

ing bioobjets are too omplex to be studied by tra-

ditional physial methods. Therefore it is ommon [10,

16, 17℄ to work with model systems instead, suh as,

e.g. blood serum and its derivatives, water solutions of

biomoleules, "sub{alive systems" [10℄ | water rih in

ative miroadmixtures, et. In these ases optial and

rheologial properties of the objets are studied.

An example of the reation important for life is per-

oxide oxidation of the egg yolk lipoproteins [18℄ whih is

studied by observing the hemiluminesene of the rea-

tion. luminesent substane is luminol, whih emits light

under oxidation in the reation with HO

�

and O

��

2

. So,

the hemiluminesene rate is dependent on two radials.

III. A METHOD OF BIOCHEMILUMINESCENCE

Luminesene is light emission exited by the energy

of any kind exept thermal, and not desribed by ther-

mal radiation laws. Depending on the soure of the en-

ergy luminesent substanes are lassi�ed into hemilu-

minophors, eletroluminophors and photoluminophors.

Boihemiluminesene is a kind of hemiluminesene,

speial to living organisms.

A. Ative oxygen forms

Beause hemiluminesene is a proess whih requires

suÆient energy to be stored in the reation produts,

in order to exite their eletron levels, suh reations of-

ten have oxygen and free radials as reagents. That is

one of the reasons for the eÆieny of the biohemilu-

minesene method when studying free radial proesses

in living systems. Free radial is a moleule or its part

whih has an unpaired eletron. Unpaired eletron is a

free valene, so free radials are easily involved in hem-

ial reations and often start a hain reation. The most

important for living systems free radials are radials of

oxygen, and unsaturated fat aids in lipids and phenol

derivatives.

In biologial systems free radials are produed in one

eletron oxidization of organi moleules or in one ele-

tron redution of oxygen. Radials produed in redution

of moleular oxygen, hydrogen peroxide and singlet oxy-

gen are sometimes alled "ative oxygen forms":

�

1

O

2

| singlet oxygen,

�

�

O{O

�

| superoxide anion radial (O

��

2

),

� HO{O

�

| hydrogen peroxide radial,

� OH

�

| hydroxyl radial,

� H

2

O

2

| hydrogen peroxide.

These ative oxygen forms are the �rst to appear in the

ell metabolism reation hain, while the rest of the rad-

ials leading to hemiluminesene are most probably a

result of the ative oxygen forms reations with organi

moleules, �rst of all unsaturated fat aid residuals of

membrane phospholipids and lipoproteins.

The �rst stage of one{eletron redution of oxygen is

the formation of O

��

2

. It forms in all aerobe ells and

is the \anestor" of ative oxygen forms and is a weak

reduent (the potential of the reation O

2

+ e

�

$ O

��

2

is �0:33 V). The formation of O

��

2

in biologial systems

is aompanied by the H

2

O

2

formation as a result of the

dismutation of superoxide radials whih an be sponta-

neous or atalyzed by superoxidedismutase (SOD):

2O

��

2

+ 2H

+

SOD

�! H

2

O

2

+ O

2

:

H

2

O

2

is a weak oxidant manifesting this property in

the presene of metals with hanging valeny. Highly re-

ative HO

�

is formed in the reation. It is a very impor-

tant ative oxygen form from the biologial viewpoint as

it damages nulein aids ausing mutagen and lethal in-

uene; as well as ativates ferments, initiates reations

of peroxide oxidation of lipids. But its lifetime is very

short (about 100 ns) due to high ativity, so its adverse

e�et depends on the formation site.

Another ative agent reating with organi moleules

is the singlet oxygen

1

O

2

. The base triplet state of

1

O

2
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has lower free energy than singlet

1

O

2

states. The for-

mation of this ative oxygen form plays a very impor-

tant role in reations of photooxidation of biologial sub-

stanes. Another hannel of the

1

O

2

formation is nonpho-

tohemial reations of O

2

dismutation and reations of

some strong oxidants.

The formation of the ative oxygen forms and the fol-

lowing free radial reations are the basis of ell hemi-

luminesene.

B. Ativated hemiluminesene

If hemiluminesene is enhaned using some sub-

stanes it is alled ativated. Ativators are subdivided

into physial ones and the hemiluminesent sound. The

latter are substanes whih emit light in the ourse of

hemial reations with the objet. The most widely used

hemiluminesent sounds are luminol and luigene, the

hemial formulas for them are presented in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Chemial formula of luminol and luigene.

In this work luminol was used. The luminesene rea-

tion requires its oxidation by HO or O

2

, depending thus

on the onentration of the two free radials.

Fig. 2. Shemati of the spetrometer KShDA; 1 | dark

hamber, 2 | thermostat, 3 | eletron photomultiplier, 4 |

ampli�er, 5 | reorder, 6 and 7 | power supply.

IV. DESCRIPTION OF THE EXPERIMENTAL

SETUP

The experiments were arried out on modi�ed spe-

trophotometer KShDA{01 whih has the following teh-

nial parameters:

� sensitivity of 10

4

quanta/se,

� spetral range 300{600 nm,

� working sample volume | not more than 8 ml,

� eletroni temperature ontrol 35� 38

Æ

C,

� sample mixing | 600, 900, 1200 and 1500 rpm.

Shemati of the setup is shown in Fig. 2, where 1 |

dark hamber, 2 | thermostat, 3 | eletron photomul-

tiplier, 4 | ampli�er, 5 | reorder, 6 and 7 | power

supplies.

Fig. 3. Dependene of total intensity of hemiluminesene

I

tot

on the yolk lipoproteins onentration C

yl

(%, w/v). Per-

oxide onentration C

ox

=0.43%, temperature t = 37

o

C.

Fig. 4. Dependene of total intensity of hemiluminesene

on I

tot

the peroxide onentration C

ox

. Curves (1), (2) and

(3) orrespond to yolk onentrations C

yl

=0.36, 0.72 and

0.79 % (w/v).
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V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The following results were obtained [19℄:

� The dependene of integral intensity of lumines-

ene on the onentration of H

2

O

2

(C

ox

) and

yolk lipoproteins (C

yl

) was studied at the on-

stant temperature of t = 37

Æ

C and the volume

of V = 1:09 ml. After a quik injetion of 0.2 ml

of hydrogen peroxide hemiluminesene intensity

rises gradually to the maximum and later redues

slowly. Integral luminesene intensity is plotted

versus the onentration of lipoproteins in Fig. 3

and H

2

O

2

in Fig. 4.

� The experiments at 35, 37, 41 and 43

Æ

C showed the

total hemiluminesene intensity to be nearly in-

dependent of the temperature. hemiluminesene

intensity is plotted versus temperature in Fig. 5.

� Total hemiluminesene intensity is plotted versus

the frequeny of the EMW in Fig. 6. Besides this,

the e�et of the exposure of the sample to EHF

EMW on the kinetis of the reation was found,

though it was not studied in detail.

� hemiluminesene growth time depends signi�-

antly on the sample's temperature and bu�er so-

lution type. In our ase this growth time was of the

order of several seonds.

VI. MODEL

A. Propositions of Onsager model

Onsager model was suggested originally for the de-

sription of the ondutivity of weak eletrolytes. The

assumptions of the model are as follows [20, 21℄:

� Conentration of the ions is suh that interation

of the like ions an be negleted.

� Interation of the di�erent kind of ions is pairwise.

� Interating ion pairs are in thermal equilibrium

with the environment.

� Ion motion is of di�usive nature.

� The proess takes plae in isotropi medium.

Fig. 5. Temperature dependene of total intensity of

hemiluminesene I

tot

. Curves (1), (2) orrespond to yolk

lipoproteins' onentrations C

yl

= 0:72 and 0.79 % (w/v).

Peroxide onentrationC

ox

=0.43 %.

Fig. 6. Dependene of total intensity of hemiluminesene

I

tot

on the external �eld frequeny f . Curves (1), (2) and

(3) orrespond to yolk lipoproteins' onentrations C

yl

=0.36,

0.72 and 0:79 % (w/v). Peroxide onentrationC

yl

=0.43 %,

t = 37

o

C, inuene time � = 300 s.

Later Onsager model was used to desribe the proess

of photogeneration of eletri harges or luminesene in

the ordered media [22, 23℄.

The initial equation of the model in that ase was the

ontinuity equation for the distribution funtion of the

orresponding substanes:

�W (r; t)

�t

= �div J; (1)

where J is the di�usion ux andW (r; t) is the probability

density. The boundary onditions were:

W (r; t)j

r=0

= 0; (2)

W (r; t)j

r=1

= 0; (3)
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whih orresponds to two sinks of partiles | one at the

loation of the ion of the opposite sign (in reombination)

and the other at in�nity.

B. Modi�ation of the Onsager model

The experiments showed that the growth time of the

hemiluminesene depends signi�antly on the temper-

ature of the sample. The dependene of ln(t(

1

T

)) indi-

ates the ativation nature of the oxidation proesses.

The value of t depends signi�antly on temperature, on-

entration of hydrogen peroxide and bu�er solution om-

position, and was of order of several seonds. Chang-

ing visosity of the bu�er solution (by adding glyerine)

leads to an inrease in the luminesene growth time t

and in the ase of 100% glyerine instead of phosphate

bu�er luminesene are is not observed at all. These

properties lead to the onlusion that the proess of the

peroxide oxidation of the yolk lipoproteins is di�usion

ontrolled reation.

Let us onsider the onditions under whih the pro-

ess takes plae. The temperature is kept onstant and

there is no mixing. We assume the partiles (oxygen and

luminesene entres) to have spherial symmetry, their

onentration to be low and that there is no interation

between the like partiles. The motion of the moleules

was assumed to be Brownian. These are the assumptions

of the standard Onsager model [22{24℄ whih was sug-

gested to desribe the ondutivity of weak eletrolytes.

For unharged partiles (a large growth time of hemi-

luminesene indiates that the partiles are unharged)

and assuming di�usive nature of uxes one has:

J = �D gradW: (4)

From the ontinuity equation:

�W (r; t)

�t

= �div J =

D

r

2

�

�r

(r

2

�W

�r

): (5)

The following boundary onditions are applied:

h �W (R; t) = D

�W

�r

�

�

�

�

r=R

; (6)

H �W (L; t) = �D

�W

�r

�

�

�

�

r=L

: (7)

Conditions (6) and (7) where R and L are the bound-

aries of some volume element dV , h and H are parame-

ters whih determine the probabilities of the oxygen ap-

proahing a luminesene entre and exiting its viinity

orrespond to a partial (di�usive) penetration of the par-

tiles at boundaries [25℄. It is ommon to use the bound-

ary onditions W (R; t) = 0 or W (L; t) = 0 whih orre-

sponds to a full partile absorption at the boundaries.

The initial onditions are:

W (r; t)j

t=0

= W

0

; (8)

where W

0

is the value of W at t = 0.

Let us onsider a stationary ase of the problem (5){

(8). Integrating (5){(7) in time, taking into aount that

W (r;1) = 0 beause all the partiles either leave the

volume dV or disappear in the luminesene at one ob-

tains:

�W

0

=

D

r

2

�

�r

(r

2

�

�

W

�r

); (9)

h �

�

W (R) = D �

�

�

W

�r

j

r=R

; (10)

H �

�

W (L) = �D �

�

�

W

�r

j

r=L

; (11)

where

�

W (r) =

R

1

0

dtW (r; t). The solution of system (9)-

(11) is

�

W (R) (12)

=

W

0

3

�

(L

3

� R

3

)=L

2

h+ 1=2D(L

2

+R

3

=L� 3R

2

)

1 +Rh=D �R

2

h=DL+ R

2

h=L

2

H

:

The probability of interation of an oxygen atom and

lipoprotein moleule initially separated by a distane of

R

0

is:

I = h4�R

2

�

W (R): (13)

After substitution one gets:

I =

4�R

2

W

0

h

3

L=H + L

2

h=2D

1 + Rh=D + R

2

h=L

2

H

(14)

The parameters ofH and h are determined by the tunnel

proesses only.

Equations (13) and (14) are a generalization of the

results of [24℄.

VII. DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS

As a result of the analysis of the modi�ed Onsager

model we established that the possibility of the inter-

ation between the oxygen atom and the lipoprotein

moleule is determined by equations (14), (19), (21).

We have to notie that sine the atomi oxygen is de-

rived from the peroxide H

2

O

2

inserted into our solution,

W

0

= kC

ox

; (15)

where k is the dissoiation onstant of the H

2

O

2

moleule.
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Measuring experimentally the luminesene intensity

I

tot

depends on the radiation of all the luminesene en-

tres in the volume V . So,

I

tot

= IvC

yl

(16)

=

4�R

2

hkC

ox

C

yl

V

3

L=H + L

2

h=2D

1 +Rh=D + R

2

h=L

2

H

:

As was determined,D=h

2

exponentially dereases with

the inrease of the temperature [19℄ whih allows us to

assume that the dependene of h on the temperature is

weak sine for the di�usion oeÆient the dependene is

D / exp(�U

a

=k

B

T ); (17)

where U

a

is the di�usion ativation energy, k

B

is Boltz-

man onstant.

Remembering that H desribes the onditions of oxy-

gen atom leaving the liquid volume under onsideration

it is lear that it depends on the struture of the liquid.

Assuming that no phase transitions ourred in the liquid

(the experiments showing no thermal apaity jumps),

we onlude that the dependene of H on the tempera-

ture also must be weak. Thus we onlude that the weak

I

tot

dependene on the temperature ould our in two

ases. The �rst one is realized if the ondition

L=H � L

2

h=2D; 1 +R

2

h=l

2

H � Rh=D (18)

is satis�ed. Then

I

tot

/ C

ox

C

yl

h

L=h

1 + R

2

h=L

2

2H

: (19)

We have the seond ase if

L

2

h=2D� L=H; Rh=D � 1 +R

2

h=l

2

H: (20)

In this ase

I

tot

/ C

ox

C

yl

h: (21)

Equations (19) and (21) follow from the proposed

model having in mind the notes made about the h and

H temperature dependenes. Experimentally measured

dependenes I

tot

(C

ox

) and I

tot

(C

yl

) are shown on Fig. 3

and 4.

The data of Fig. 3 lead one to some onlusions about

the parameters of the model. The smallest timesale

whih determines the rate of the hemiluminesene

growth is

� = D=h

2

: (22)

Hene the dependene of I on the temperature is also

weak. I is plotted versus the temperature in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3 shows the weak I

tot

dependene on the temper-

ature whih an be a good reason for the approahes

made above (18, 20). As an be seen, the model agrees

with the experiment well.

Linear harater of the dependenes I

tot

(C

ox

) and

I

tot

(C

yl

) orrelates very well with (19) and (21). The

dependene of I

tot

on the parameters of the external ra-

diation is shown on Fig. 6. The omparison of Fig. 6

with (19) and (21) shows that experimentally measured

dependene I

tot

(f) is possible for a resonane harater

of the H and h dependene on the external eletromag-

neti (EM) radiation. One of the possible reasons of that

ould be the reported hange of the rheologial properties

of aqueous solutions under the inuene of the external

EM radiation of the mm{range [10℄.

As an be seen the obtained results are relatively

well desribed by the modi�ed Onsager model while the

mehanism of the inuene of the eletromagneti waves

upon the model biologi system is unlear.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

The subjet of the study was peroxide oxidation of

lipids. Proesses similar to this are responsible for a

transport of the matter aross the membranes in normal

ells. Anomalies in the mehanism an lead to various

pathologies.

Our study has been arried out on the egg yolk lipopro-

teins using the method of ativated hemiluminesene.

The experiments show that:

� Irradiation of the sample by eletromagneti waves

of frequenies of 56.73. . . 76 GHz and intensities

of 10

�7

: : :10

�6

W/m

2

for 5 min leads to an in-

rease in hemiluminesene intensity of 30 to 50

per ent.

� Probability of single luminesene at during the

proess is independent of the temperature of the

sample.

The results were desribed using Onsager model based

on the assumptions of di�usion ontrolled nature of the

peroxide oxidation proess and on existing ertain en-

ergy barrier ontrolled by external radiation whih de-

termines the probability of the reagents interation. The

model predits an exponential dependene of the lumi-

nesene growth time on the temperature whih agrees

with the experimental data.
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NETEPLOVI� VPLIV ELEKTROMAGNETNOGO OPROM�NENN� M�L�METROVOGO

D��PAZONU NA PEREKISNE OKISLENN� L�POPROTEÕN�V ��QNOGO �OVTKA

L. A. Bulav�n, N. M. Zabolotna

KiÝvs~ki� un�versitet �m. T. Xevqenka, f�ziqni� fakul~tet

prosp. Gluxkova, 6, 03022, KiÝv, UkraÝna

E{mail: bulavin�molphys.ups.kiev.ua, natala�alfven.ups.kiev.ua

Vivqeno vpliv slabkogo elektromagnetnogo oprom�nenn� v m�l�metrovomu d��pazon� na �ntensivn�st~ he-

m�l�m�nesen�Ý, wo suprovod�u perekisne okislenn� l�poproteÝn�v. Pokazano, wo v oblast� temperatur

35 � 45

Æ

C �ntensivn�st~ ne zale�it~ v�d temperaturi v me�ah toqnosti eksperimentu. Hoqa vona sil~no

zale�it~ v�d skladu bufernogo rozqinu � qastoti oprom�nenn�. Rezul~tati po�snen� za dopomogo� modi-

f�kovanoÝ model� Onza�era.
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